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CDNIS is an IB school
IB stands for International Baccalaureate 

PYP 
(Primary Years Programme)

Pre Reception - Grade 6

MYP 
(Middle Years Programme)

Grade 7 - 10

DP 
(Diploma Programme)

Grade 11 - 12

DP Language B Mandarin Ab Initio Exam
DP Language B Mandarin Standard Level Exam
DP Language B Mandarin Higher Level Exam
DP Language A Mandarin 
Language & Literature SL & HL Exam

MYP Language B Mandarin Foundation Phase 1-2
MYP Language B Mandarin Standard Level Phase 3-4
MYP Language B Mandarin Advance Level Phase 5-6
MYP Language A Mandarin Standard Level

PYP Language B Mandarin Foundation course
PYP Language B Mandarin Standard Level course
PYP Language B Mandarin Higher Level course
PYP Language A Mandarin course



IB MYP WHEEL 
(At MYP level, students must take one subject each from 6 groups) 

Language  & Literature
(formally Lang A) 
(English/Chinese )  

Language Acquisition 
(formally Lang B 

Mandarin)

Note: Students who successfully take 
TWO language A subjects, can receive a 
Bilingual IB Diploma.



Time allocation  for teaching 
Mandarin in CDNIS

Prep - Grade 4 (PYP):              
7 x 40 min. = 280 min. per week

                             (17.5% of instructional time)
Grade 5/6 (PYP):          

 6 x 40 min. = 240 min. per week
                              (15% of instructional time)

Grade 6/7 - Grade 12 (MYP & DP):         
5 x 80 min. = 400 min. fortnightly 
(200 min. Per week)

                             (12.5% of instructional time)

Pre-Reception - Reception :  
1 Full half-day immersion 

                             (12% of instructional time)



We offer extra Chinese programmes
Table 1

Activities

Lower School

1. Student Exchange Programmes: 
     -   Oct. Break:  Primary School students from China
         come to CDNIS.
     -   Easter Break: CDNIS students go to Chinese primary school in China

2. Summer Mandarin Immersion Programme in Taiwan

3. Summer Mandarin Camp activities in CDNIS

Upper School

1. Easter DP Intensive Prep course in CDNIS

2. Summer MYP/DP Mandarin Immersion Programme in Taiwan

3. Summer Pre-IB Prep course in CDNIS

4. Summer Mid-IB Prep Course CDNIS

Culture 
Programmes 

ASCCA  (After School Chinese Culture Academy)
1. Chinese Orchestra 
2. Chinese Dance  
3. Chinese Painting



Pre Reception - Prep: Introduction to Mandarin 

Grade 1  - Grade 12 

Language B Mandarin  
Stream 

(Mandarin for Second/Additional Language speakers)

Language A Mandarin  
Stream 

(Mandarin for native/near native speakers) 

We offer different streams for different needs

Language B Mandarin Foundation courses 
(MFL)   (IB Language B Ab Initio certificate)

Language B Mandarin Standard Level 
courses (MSL) (IB Language B Standard 
Level Certificate)

Language B Mandarin Higher Level courses 
(MHL)    (IB Language B Higher level Certificate)

Languag A Mandarin Standard Level 
courses (MA)  (IB Language A Standard level Certificate)



PROGRAMME STRUCTURE

Introduction Mandarin 

PYP

Grade 2 MHL 2
(Language B Mandarin Higher Level)

Language B Mandarin Stream

Pre-reception
  -  Prep:   

MFL 3 

Grade 1 MFL 1
(Language B Mandarin Foundation Level) 

MHL 1
(Language B Mandarin Higher Level

MFL 2 

Language A Mandarin Stream

MSL 3 MHL 3Grade 3 

MFL 4 MSL 4 MHL 4Grade 4 

MFL 5 MSL 5 MHL 5Grade 5 

MYP Phase 1
MYP Phase 2-3

MHL 6 (Phase 
4-5)

Grade 6

(Mandarin A Preparation class)
MA Prep 5

(Mandarin A class)
MA 6 (MYP 1)



Grade 8: MSL MYP Phase 3MFL MYP Phase 1/2
(G9 - G10 Elective)

Grade 9:
 MSL MYP Phase 3/4         MA MYP3

Grade 10: MSL MYP Phase 3/4       MA MYP5

Grade 11:
    MSL DP1
IB Language B Mandarin 
Standard Level Exam

        MA DP1

Grade 12:

MFL MYP Phase 1 MHL MYP Phase 4/5 MA MYP 1Grade 7

      MA  MYP3MHL MYP Phase 4/5

MHL MYP Phase 5/6

MYP

MHL MYP Phase 5/6

         MHL DP1MSL AB Inito DP1
Language B Mandarin Ab Initio 1

MSL AB Inito DP2
IB Mandarin B Ab Initio 
Standard Level Exam

        MHL DP2
IB Language B Mandarin 
Higher Level Exam

      MA DP2
IB Mandarin A:  Langage 
& Literature SL & HL 

DP

 MSL MYP Phase 2/3 

New intake

New intake

New intake

    MSL DP2
IB Language B Mandarin 
Standard Level Exam



Language A Mandarin Stream or Language B Mandarin Stream
What are the differences?

Language B Mandarin Stream Language A Mandarin Stream

Targeted 
learners

Emergent and Capable communicator  
(see MYP Global Proficiency Guide)

Proficient and Native communicator 
(see MYP Global Proficiency Guide)

Exit 
Measurements

IB  Language B Mandarin Ab Initio Exam 
(Upper school students only)
(approx. 2 – 4 years of Chinese learning)

IB  Language B Mandarin Standard Level  (SL) Exam
(approx. 4 – 8 years of Chinese learning)

IB Language B Mandarin Higher Level (HL) Exam
(approx. 9 – 11 years of Chinese learning or limited years of local school 
experience)

IB Language A Mandarin Language & Literature Standard Level (SL) Exam 
(First exam in 2013)
(Native level of competence or some local school experience)

Courses Offered MFL (Mandarin Foundation Level) courses
MSL  (Mandarin Standard Level) courses

MHL (Mandarin Higher Level) courses
MA   (Mandarin A Standard Level) courses

Learning Goals

IB  Language B Mandarin Ab Initio 
Gain acquisition of language required for everyday social 
interaction.

IB  Language B Mandarin Standard Level  (SL)
Gain acquisition of language required for domains of work, 
social relationships, and discussion.

IB Language B Mandarin Higher Level (HL) 
Gain acquisition of language required for domains of work, social relationships, 
and discussion of abstract ideas.
IB Language A Language & Literature SL & HL (First exam in 2013)
Gain high level of competence to use language for sophisticated discussion, 
argument and debate. 

Curriculum 
Content

IB  Language B Mandarin Ab Initio (Foundation Level)

Identities Personal attributes ,Personal relationships ,Eating and 
drinking ,Physical well- being  
Experiences :Daily routine, Leisure, Holidays, Festivals and 
celebrations ,  
Human ingenuity Transport, Entertainment, Media,Technology  
Social organization: Neighbourhood, Education,The workplace ,Social 
issues  
Sharing the planet; Climate Physical geography ,The environment, 
Global issues  

IB  Language B Mandarin Standard Level  (SL)

Identities Lifestyles ,Health and well- being ,Beliefs and values ,  
Subcultures ,Language and identity                                   
Experiences: Leisure activities ,Holidays and travel, Life stories,  
Rites of passage, Customs and traditions, Migration                   
Human ingenuity:  Entertainment ,Artistic expressions, 
Communication and media ,Technology ,Scientific innovation  
Social organization: Social relationships ,Community, Social 
engagement , Education ,The working world , Law and order 
Sharing the planet;The environment, Human rights ,Peace and 
conflict ,Equality, Globalization, Ethics ,Urban and rural  
environment  

IB Language B Mandarin Higher Level (HL)  

Identities Lifestyles ,Health and well- being ,Beliefs and values ,  
Subcultures ,Language and identity                                                              
Experiences: Leisure activities ,Holidays and travel, Life stories,  
Rites of passage, Customs and traditions, Migration                                           
Human ingenuity:  Entertainment ,Artistic expressions, Communication and 
media ,Technology ,Scientific innovation  
Social organization: Social relationships ,Community, Social engagement , 
Education ,The working world , Law and order                                                 
Sharing the planet;The environment, Human rights ,Peace and conflict ,Equality, 
Globalization, Ethics ,Urban and rural environment  

+  2 works of Literature

IB Language A Language & Literature SL & HL   

Selection of literary works  -  four works (SL). six works  (HL)                               
Selection of non-literary texts    

Area of exploration—time and space, intertextuality: connecting texts 

The learner portfolio  

 

 



Language A Mandarin Stream or Language B Mandarin Stream
What are the differences? (continued)

Language B Mandarin Stream Language A Mandarin Stream

Assessment 
Outline

IB Language B Mandarin Ab Initio (Foundation Level)

Receptive Skills (Listening & Reading)                              50%

Productive skills (Writing)                                                  25%
70–150 words 

Interactive Skills (speaking)                                               25%

IB  Language B Mandarin Standard Level (SL)

Receptive Skills (Listening & Reading)                             50%

Productive skills (Writing)                                                  25%
250–400 words 

Interactive Skills (speaking)                                               25%

IB Language B Mandarin Higher Level (HL)

Receptive Skills (Listening & Reading)                             50%

Productive skills (Writing)                                                  25%
450–600 word 

Interactive Skills (speaking)                                               25%
      

IB Language A Mandarin Language & Literature SL & HL

Guided textual analysis  (Reading)                                  35%.                          
write an analysis of 

Comparative essay (writing)                                            35%                       
comparative essay based on two literature works studied two non-literary 
passages, from two different text types 

Individual oral                                                                        30%                    
Response of one non-literary text and one from a literary work   

Length of 
Chinese 
Characters

IB Language B Mandarin Ab Initio  (Foundation level)
Reading: 500  Writing: 240 

IB  Language B Mandarin Standard Level (SL)
Reading: 750  Writing: 360 (by Grade 10)

IB Language B Mandarin Higher Level (HL)
Reading:   1000    Writing:  500  (by Grade 10)

IB Language A Mandarin Language & Literature SL & HL 
Reading:        Writing:    (not specified)

Primary 
Resources School based PYP material       (eBook available) School based MYP/DP  material  

Chinese 
Characters 

Reading and writing simplified characters are taught.  Traditional 
characters are introduced for practical recognition purposes.

Reading and writing traditional characters are taught.  Simplified 
characters are introduced in the Upper School.

* You need to know approximately 3000  characters to be literate, a well educated person knows  approximately 5000 characters.
* There are total 2,200 simplified characters out of  9,000 common usage characters.   There are approximately 23,000 characters.



So how are our stu
dents 

placed in these stre
ams?

“PROFICIENCY” is the word.

1 Phase =  1 year



Pathways from PYP-MYP-DP

Phase 1 
MFL

Mandarin Foundation Level 

(Emergent Communicator) 

Phase 2/3  
MSL

Mandarin Standard Level 

(Emergent Communicator) 

Phase  3/4 
MHL

Mandarin Higher  Level 

(Capable Communicator) 

Phase 4/5 
MA Prep

Mandarin Higher Level 

(Capable Communicator) 

MFL

MFL/MSL

MSL

MSL/MHL

MHL

*Listening/Speaking, 
reaiding & writing skills  
can be in different phases 



IB Global Proficiency Guide
IBO 2013 New MYP Language B Guide

Teaching and learning in language B is organized into six phases. The phase 
represent a developmental continuum of additional language learning (language 
B).

Phase 1 & 2:  Emergent Communicator (MFL/MSL)

Phase 3 & 4:  Capable Communicator (MSL/MHL)

Phase 5 & 6:  Proficient Communicator (MHL)

Language A :  Native-alike Proficiency (MA)



IB Language Acquisition Proficiency Progression table



PYP
Literacy 
devices 
Scope & 
sequence



MYP
Literacy 
devices 
Scope & 
sequence



PYP/MYP
Reading 

requirements



PYP/MYP
Reading 

requirements



Emergent Communicator 
MYP PHASE 1(PYP MFL)

Phase 1
Understand & 
respond to simple 
statements 

Identify basic facts, 
demonstrate 
comprehension in 
simple oral and 
written phrases 

convey basic 
information in a 
limited range of 
everyday situations

Use oral and 
written language 
appropriate to a 
very limited 
range of 
interpersonal 
and cultural 
context

Begin to aware that 
language use is 
connected to a 
purpose and an 
audience

Profile of learners

Task requirements
Interactive Oral task Reading comprehension task Writing task

Phase 1 1.5 - 2 min. Text length: 150 - 250 
characters

50 - 100 characters

ORAL: 
** Classroom direction
*  basic phases
* dialogue with model
*  classroom,school   
    home routine, 
*  family & everyday 
   routine
 *simple presentation

Visual Interpretation
* Make meaning of text
* signs, posters, picture 
   books, websites
* color,  text layout, 
    sound effect

Reading
answer simple questions
* list
* define
* labels
* draws
* locates
* select
* matches
* states information

Writing
Simple Phrases & 
sentences about   
* daily situation,
* familiar object
* classroom, 
   school, home 
   routine
* family member
* everyday routine

Learning outcomes



Emergent Communicator 
MYP PHASE 2 (PYP MSL)

Phase 2
Understand & 
respond to simple 
spoken and 
written texts. 

Identify facts, 
demonstrate 
comprehension in 
short oral and 
written phrases 

convey basic 
information in a 
limited range of 
familiar situations

use oral and 
written language 
appropriate to a  
limited range of 
interpersonal and 
cultural context

begin to aware 
that language use 
varies according 
to purpose and  
audience

Profile of the learner

Task requirements

Interactive Oral task Reading comprehension task Writing task

Phase 2 2 - 3 min.
Text length: 250 - 400 
characters

100 - 150 characters

ORAL: 
** Classroom Routine
*  dialogue/role play without 
    model
*  song or simple story
*  Express feelings & opinions
*  describe personal interests 
   & everyday life
* Presentation & answer 
  simple questions

Visual Interpretation
* Make meaning of text of 
   experience and ideas
* Cartoon, simple ads
* color,  text layout, 
    sound effect, shape, sequence
* find example to share 
  understanding

Reading
answer questions about 
main ideas & supporting
details:
* classifies
* describes
* explains
* sequences
* give examples

Writing
Express feeling & 
opinion by writing
* Dialogue/role play
* Post card
* Email
* Letter
* Personal interests
* everyday life

Phase 2 outcomes



Capable Communicator 
MYP PHASE 3 (PYP MSL)

Phase 3
Understand & 
respond to limited 
variety of spoken 
and written texts

Identify basic facts, 
demonstrate 
comprehension in 
simple oral and 
written phrases 

Convey main idea 
in a limited range 
of oral and written 
forms

Engage in 
conversation and 
write structured 
texts to share 
information on a 
range of familiar 
and some 
unfamiliar 
situations. 

Can speak and 
write in different 
ways for different 
purposes and 
audience

Profile of the learner

Task requirements
Interactive Oral task Reading comprehension task Writing task

Phase 3 3 - 4 min. Text length: 400 - 600 
characters

200 - 250 characters

ORAL: 
** Multi-step directions
* Small group/whole class 
   interaction & short talks      
* pair work, info gap & role  
   play
*  Story, song, short info text   
* retell story or event
* an invitation, tel call
* explain, inquire & compare

Visual Interpretation
* make link between image & 
   text
* identify  feature of the text
* find own example
* Brochure, news item, posters
* Explains the effect & purpose 
of the visual elements
* identifies a point of view

Reading
limited range of text, 
understand info, ideas, 
opinion and attitude by :
* give examples
* explains
* illustrates
* interprets
* compares
* retells

Writing
Express thoughts, ideas 
and opinions by writing
* short narratives
* recounts
* journal or diary

Phase 3 outcomes



Capable Communicator 
MYP PHASE 4 (PYP MHL)

Phase 4
Understand & 
respond to a 
variety of spoken 
and written texts

Identify facts, 
demonstrate 
comprehension in 
short oral and 
written phrases 

Draw conclusions 
and recognized 
implied opinions 

Communicate 
substantial 
information and 
develop ideas and 
justify opinions

can speak and 
write with a clear 
sense of audience 
and purpose

Profile of the learner

Task requirements

Interactive Oral task Reading comprehension task Writing task

Phase 4 3 - 4 min.
Text length: 600 - 700 
characters

200 - 350 characters

ORAL: 
** follow announcement
* concrete & abstract questions
* anticipate & predict events/
  ideas
* express & defend a point of 
   view
*  paraphrase & summarize
*  reasoning 
* topic of personal and global 
  significance
* Book/film talk & answer 
unprepared questions

Visual Interpretation
* explain features of text’s 
    purpose and audience
*  how convention influence 
    our attitude & opinion: 
    photo with text, news with 
    image
*  make inferences from explicit 
   and implicit information

Reading
range of text,  interpret 
info, ideas, opinion and 
attitude by :
* paraphrase
* summaries 
* restate
* predict
* interpret
* illustrate
* report
* conclude

Writing
* book report
* review
* cause/effect essay
* newspaper article
* thoughts & reason of 
   personal/global 
   significance
* a formal letter

Phase 4 outcomes



Proficient Communicator 
MYP PHASE 5 (PYP MA Prep)

Phase 5
Analyze specific 
information in 
oral, visual and 
written language

Engage actively in 
conversation in 
social and some 
academic 
situations.

Respond and react 
to ideas in a range 
of spoken and 
written texts

Organize 
information in a 
clear and effective 
structure on 
topics of personal 
interest and global 
significance

Interpret aspects 
of format and 
style, adapt 
register and style 
of language to suit 
the context

Profile of the learner

Task requirements
Interactive Oral task Reading comprehension task Writing task

Phase 5 4 - 5 min. Text length: 700 - 850 
characters

350 - 400 characters

ORAL: 
** announcement, news report, 
  talk show, advertisement
* reporting back, summarizing, 
  interpreting
* use idiomatic and colloquial 
  expressions
* make inferences and draw  
   conclusion
* participate in discussion, share 
  ideas, reflection and opinion 
  with audience

Visual Interpretation
* view critically and explain 
    why some visual text are 
    effective or not
*  explore literal and symbolic 
    meaning of conventions
*  find own example by 
   describing the effect and 
    meaning. 

Reading
* break down
* compare
* contrast
* deduces
* infer
* illustrate
* recognize
* distinguish
* list & explain usage of 
   stylistic devices or 
   literary feature

Writing
* simple discursive or 
   expository essay 
   with model
* a formal letter (to an 
   editor)

Phase 5 outcomes



Proficient Communicator 
MYP PHASE 6

Phase 6
Evaluate the 
important 
information in 
social and 
academic contexts

engage actively in 
conversation in 
social and 
academic 
situations.

Analyze the 
information, draw 
conclusion an 
dmake inreneces 
about the ideas

Organize 
information 
logically and 
effectively for a 
variety of social 
and academic 
purposes

communicate their 
understanding, 
opinion and 
perspective to a 
wide range of 
audiences.

Profile of the learner

Task requirements
Interactive Oral task Reading comprehension task Writing task

Phase 6 4 - 5 min.
Text length: 850 - 1000 
characters

400 - 500 characters

ORAL: 
** TV shows, documentaries
* participates in a debate
* listen critically & questioning
* inform, entertain and 
  influence others
* use idiomatic, colloquial and 
  formal language
* follow a lecture, make notes 
  and restructure information 
* synthesize ideas and 
   perspectives of a film

Visual Interpretation
* explain the effect and 
   meaning
* share cultural perspectives
* explore stereotypes
* discuss visual language formats
* why they were created
* the conventions used
* discuss overt and subliminal 
   messages

Reading
* select
* criticize
* argue
* conclude
* decide
* evaluate
* judge
* justifiy
* evaluate information, 
   ideas, opinions and 
   attitude

Writing
* own story
* various types of essay
* inform
* entertain
* influence

Phase 6 outcomes



Native-alike Proficiency Communicator 
MYP Mandarin A

Profile of the learner
Language A student should be, ideally, the mother tongue of the student, who have 
gained knowledge, conceptual understanding and skill during PYP; have developed 
6 skill area of PYP language - listening, speaking, reading, writing, viewing and 
presenting. 

Task requirements

New assessment criteria

Criterion A Analyzing Maximum 8

Criterion B Organizing Maximum 8

Criterion C Producing text Maximum 8

Criterion D Using language Maximum 8

Interactive & 
Presentational  Oral task Reading  task Writing task

MA Min 3 minutes 
per person

Text type length: 
no. of characters

G7: 600
G8: 800
G9: 900
G10: 1000 above

Text type length: 
no. of characters

G7: 400 - 600
G8: 500 - 800
G9: 600 - 1000
G10: 800 - 1200



So what’s in
 the curricu

lum



Home learning is update daily after 4pm



CDNIS  PYP Chinese Content
Stages Mandarin B Stream

(Thematic based)
Mandarin A (Prep) Stream

(literacy based)

Early Childhood
(Pre-Rec - Prep)

General introduction of Mandarin using early childhood 
material:
songs & nursery rhythms, early reading scheme series, pre-writing practice 
material, self-made booklets etc.

Transdisciplinary 
Themes

*  Who we are                              *  Where we are in place and time            
*  How we express ourselves         *  How the world works        
*  How we organize ourselves        *  Sharing the planet

PYP
Years

(G1-G5/6)

*Chinese culture, Chinese history 
& geography are integrated. 

Communication skills:
Individual & society:
- Daily Routine
- Education
- Food and drink
- Personal details, appearance and character
- Physical Health
- Relationship
- Shopping  

Leisure and work:
- Employment
- Entertainment
- Holidays
- Media
- Sports
- Technology
- Transport

Urban & Rural environment
- Environmental concerns
- Global issues
- Neighborhood
- Physical geography
- Town & services
- Weather

Literacy skills: 
Basics of Chinese characters  
  - radicals   
  - common components 

Chinese characters for basic literacy 

Reading varieties of basic literature genres: 
    * Nursery Rhymes 
    * Children’s poems 
    * Fairytales and stories 
    * Fables & idioms 
    * Well-known classic Chinese poems 

Writing varieties of basic styles: 
     * Picture stories (from phrases to sentences) 
     * Narrative 
     * Description 
     * Introduction 
     * basic analysis 
     * practical: letters, notes, poster, announcement etc. 



CDNIS  MYP Chinese Content
Stages Mandarin B Stream

(Thematic based)
Mandarin A (Prep) Stream

(literacy based)

Global Contexts
* Identities and Relationships                 * Globalisation and sustainability 
* Orientation in Space and Time            *  Fairness and Development
* Personal and Cultural expression
* Scientific and technical innovation

MYP Years
(G6-G10)

*Chinese culture, Chinese history 
& geography are integrated. 



eBook series for Language B Stream
G1- G3 (Implementing from 2017/2018)
G3-G6 (Implementing from 2018/2019)

MYP (Developing stage)



eBook series for Language B Stream
G1- G3 (Implementing from 2017/2018)
G3-G6 (Implementing from 2018/2019)

MYP (Developing stage)



eBook series for Language B Stream
G1- G3 (Implementing from 2017/2018)
G3-G6 (Implementing from 2018/2019)

MYP (Developing stage)



Tailor-made units for Language A Stream





基礎題

進階題

⾼高階題

   听                         说                         读                    写                    ⽂文化                跨学科             原始材料料



Reading Program for Language A stream



Reading Program for Language A stream



Placement



How do I know which stream and 
level my child will be placed in 
next academic year?

For all current Prep and G6 students, a placement 
notice will be sent to your CDNIS email in May. 

Any students who may have a course change, the 
parents will receive a “Notice of Course Change” in 
May, but it should not be a surprise. 

If do not receive any thing, your child will remain in 
the same course for the following year. 

If there is disagreement with the placement, an 
appealing procedure will be in place.



How do chinese teachers decide 
which stream my child should go to?
1. Placement into one of the two streams is based on a composite of factors.  

These include: 
•student's and family's desired learning outcome and interest level, 
•level of language exposure at home, 
•student's demonstrated motivation to learn the language and the student's 

own abilities.

2. Based on your child’s performance during the year:

- If he/she still needs support in all 4 skills, he/she should go to MFL courses.

- If he/she still needs support with listening and speaking, he/she  should go to 
MSL courses.

- If he/she needs support with reading and writing, they should go to MHL courses

- If he/she performs independently in all 4 skills, they should go to MA Prep 
courses.  



Current Grade 6 to Grade 7: 
PYP Chinese teacher’s recommendation on all 4 skills
PYP & MYP teachers to finalise placement together

PYP to MYP Placements

Current Grade 7 to Grade 8: 
MYP Chinese teacher’s recommendation basing on performance

Current Grade 8/9 to Grade 9/10: 
MYP Chinese teacher’s recommendation basing on performance



Current Grade 6 to Grade 7: 
Phase 1-5 & Mandarin A,  set up classes for each phase

How classes will be organised in MYP

Current Grade 7 to Grade 8: 
Phase 3-5 & Mandarin A,  set up classes for each phase
Phase 1 & Phase 2 
    French-Focus students has 45 min Mandarin class, 
    Non-French-Focus students will be in 90 min Mandarin class)

Current Grade 8/9 to Grade 9/10: 
Phase 3-6 & Mandarin A, set up classes for each phase
Phase 1 & 2 student will have 90 min Mandarin classes 

Reason:   G7 & G8 Chinese classes are scheduled during the same block
             G9 - G12 Chinese classes are scheduled according to course choices



Upper School 

Language Placement Policy



Pathways from PYP-MYP-DP

PHASE 1

PHASE 2

PHASE 3

PHASE 4

PHASE 5

PHASE 5

PHASE 6



MYP Placement Policy: 

-  Placement in G7-8 MYP (Lang B Phase 1-6 & Lang A) will be 
   determined by students’ Chinese teachers. 

-  G9-10 course selection forms will need to be approved by student’s  current 
Chinese teacher.  

DP Placement Policy (end of G10 Grade)
(Change of course levels may has some impact on university application, depending 
on university major choices)

- Lang A students who have achieved 6 or above in Grade 10,  
  are REQUIRED to take Lang A in DP.

- Lang B Phase 5 & 6 students who have achieved 6 or above in 
  Grade 10, are STRONGLY ENCOURAGED to take Lang 
  B HL course in DP.

- Lang B Phase 3 or higher students in Grade 10 are NOT 
  ELIGIBLE to take DP ab initio course. 



You may as
k......



Can my child switch streams later on?

Mandarin A & Mandarin B are two parallel streams that 
have very different objectives. Switching in and out of 
streams will be disruptive to the process of accumulative 
learning.

It’s more common to move up or down within one stream, 
e.g. between MFL & MSL courses, MHL & MA courses.

For long-term Mandarin B students, a few students may be 
able to move from MSL to MHL or MHL to MA during 
their upper school years.

Your child’s Chinese teacher makes the final decision 
based on his/her learning outcomes.



What extra help do Chinese 
teachers offer?

 Every Chinese teacher will offer 1 hour remedial 
session for his/her own students after school/lunch 
break each week. Please contact your child’s Chinese 
teacher if your child needs extra support. 

If you have concerns, contact your child’s Chinese 
teacher straight away.  The quicker the teacher, you 
and your child work out a help plan, the faster your 
child can get back on track. 



How can i help my child if i don’t 
know any mandarin?

Checking your child’s Chinese teacher’s blog everyday

asking your child to teach you a new word/phrase a day

asking them to post Chinese words in your house

sitting with your child as they do their Chinese homework - when 
they practice characters, make sure they not just copying, but 
sounding the characters out, and that they know the meaning.

encouraging your child to read more Chinese books and to listen and 
watch Chinese programmes on TV/Internet etc.

visit places and cities where your child can use Chinese. 

start learning Chinese yourself.

Show a genuine interest and get involved by:



Do I need to get a tutor for my 
child?

If your child has problems with current work in the 
class, they should go to the remedial classes that 
his/her Chinese teacher offers first.

If your child still has problems, even with the help 
of remedial sessions, the answer is “yes”.

If you, as parents, want your child’s Chinese level 
to reach a standard which is higher than the courses 
recommended by your child’s teacher, the answer is 
“yes”.



Q & A



Thanks for 

coming!  

Contact INFO
pennypan@cdnis.edu.hk

mailto:pennypan@cdnis.edu.hk

